
Battle of the Books Practice Questions for:  The One and Only Ivan 

By Thomas Rockwell 

# Question Answer 

1 What do humans do with words? Waste them. They toss them like banana 
peels and leave them to rot. 

2 What animal does Ivan compare humans to? Chimps 

3 How big is Ivan? 400 lbs. of power 

4 Who is Mack? Boss at mall 

5 Who are Ivan’s closet friends? Stella the elephant, Bob the dog 

6 What is Ivan’s domain made of? Thick glass, rusty metal, and rough 
cement 

7 What is on the wall of Ivan’s domain? Jungle scene; waterfall without water, 
trees without roots, flowers without 
scent 

8 What is the precious to silverbacks? anger 

9 Who gave Ivan his stuffed toy gorilla Julia 

10 Why does he call the stuffed animal “Not Tag” Because Tag was his twin sister 

11 What does Ivan draw? Things in his cage 

12 Why did the little boy cry? He said Ivan must be the loneliest gorilla 
in the world 

13 What does Ivan watch on TV? cartoons 

14 What does Bob the dog watch on TV? Professional bowling and cat food 
commercials 

15 How long has Ivan been in his domain? 9,855 days 

16 What food do both Stella and Ivan like? Yogurt raisins 

17  Why does Ivan think Stella’s trunk is a miracle? Because she can pick up a single peanut, 
tickle a mouse and tap the shoulder of a 
dozing keeper 

18 What were Stella’s bracelets? Chains 

19 What does Stella say about old age? It’s a powerful disguise 

20 How much does a silverback eat each day? 45 pounds of food 

21 Bob is a stray. What does that mean? He doesn’t have a permanent address 

22 How did Bob get into Ivan’s domain? A space where the glass was broken 

23 Where does Bob sleep? On Ivan’s belly 

24 Why does Mack call Ivan Picasso? Because Ivan draws 

25 What subjects does Julia like? Science and art 

26 Who gave Bob his name? Julia 

27 What is the new animal that comes to the mall? A baby elephant 

28 Why was Mack glad to have the baby elephant, 
Ruby? 

Because she would sell more tickets 

29 How does Stella feel about Ruby’s arrival? Angry 

30 What happened to Stella’s foot? She caught it on the edge of the ramp 
and it bled 

31 Where did Ruby come from? A bankrupt circus out west 

32 Where did the circus get Ruby? Africa 

33 What was wrong with Ruby? Too thin 

34 What does Bob say is unavoidable? Having parents 

35 What treat does George have in his pocket for 
Stella? 

A carrot 

36 What does Ruby say about Ivan’s banana drawing? It looks good enough to eat 



37 Who does Stella say is unpredictable? Humans 

38 What did Bob say they did with Stella’s body? Tossed it into a garbage truck 

39 What story does Ivan tell Ruby? About being born in Africa 

40 What name did Ivan’s parents give him? Mud 

41  Who took care of baby Ivan after he was captured? Mack 

42 What happened when Ivan lived with Mack and 
Helen? 

He broke a lot of things 

43 What fast food did Ivan like? French fries and strawberry shake 

44 What did Ivan hunger for? His gorilla family 

45  Where did Ivan paint with frosting? On the white refrigerator door 

46 How does Ivan mark the days? With x’s 

47 What happens when Mack tries to punish Ruby? She hits him with her trunk 

48 What colors of finger paints does Julia bring to 
Ivan? 

Red, Yellow and Blue 

49 What does Ivan call the domain? A cage 

50 What does Ivan say about zoos? A place where humans make amends 

51 What happened to Ivan’s parents Humans killed them 

52 Why does Ivan hide the paintings? He’s making them to help Ruby and he 
doesn’t want Mack to find them and sell 
them in the gift store 

53 When Ivan puts the paintings together, what do 
they look like 

Nothing 

54 Why is Mack turning off the heat at night? To save money 

55 What does Bob say about Ivan painting at night? That it is unnatural 

56 What is a wild cage? A zoo 

57 What does Ivan need to paint? A zoo 

58 When does Ivan paint for Mack? During the day 

59 When does Ivan paint for Ruby? At night 

60 What important word does Ivan want to make? Home 

61 What can’t Ivan let Ruby be? Another one and only 

62 Why is Ivan angry? He has someone to protect 

63 What does Julia notice on the painting? H 

64 What is on the zoo logo? A Giraffe 

65 Where does Julia want to put Ivan’s sign? On the billboard 

66 Who phones Mack? A newspaper man 

67 How much are Ivan’s paintings after the newspaper 
man’s visit? 

$65 

68 What is Ivan’s new name? Ape Artist Primitive Picasso 

69 Who/What does the news camera film? Mack, Ruby, Ivan, George, Julia, the 
billboard, the mall, the ring, the clawstick 

70 What do the protestors want? Ruby to be free 

71 Why does the woman make the clicking sound? To train Ruby 

72 As Julia leaves, she gives Ivan a drawing. How does 
Ivan look different in this drawing? 

Ivan is smiling 

73 What does Ivan give Bob before he leaves Not Tag 

74 What happens while Ivan is in the box? He sleeps 

75 When Ivan awakes, where is he? Another cage 

76 How is the new cage different? Much cleaner 

77 What does Ivan miss about Bob? His belly is cold without Bob 

78 What is on TV? Nature show with real gorillas 

79 What is behind the wooden slats? Real gorillas 



80 Who is Kinyani? Female gorilla 

81 When the door opens, what does Ivan get at last? The outside 

82 How are the other gorillas? Loud with sharp teeth 

83 What is the leafy cradle like? Floating on treetop mist 

84 What does Ivan have a weakness for?  Yogurt raisins 

85 When Ivan sees Ruby on TV, what’s new? Joy 

86 When Ivan climbs the tree, what does he see? Elephants…Ruby 

87 Who surprises Ivan with a visit? Julia and Bob 

88 How is Julia making money? Walking dogs 

   

 


